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7TH AFRICAN SCHOOL ON
INTERNET GOVERNANCE
Building internet governance leadership in Africa

Goal: to foster critical debate on internet governance from an African, Southern and gender perspective.

AfriSIG 2019 in Chad: 45 participants from 23 countries will gather at sessions, lectures and workshops on internet governance processes at the local, national, sub-regional, regional and global levels.
This is a unique event, and we want to share part of it with the rest of the world.
Join our dynamic network of African Internet governance leaders from diverse sectors, backgrounds and ages who are shaping the future of the ICT landscape for Africa’s development.

Our Alumni
AfriSIG.org, APC.org, @afrisig, #AfriSIG19
How can you participate?
On Twitter

• Follow @afrisig and apc_news, tag your tweets with #AfriSIG #AfriSIG19

• Share insights, conversations, shots...

• Follow Chatam House rules (include the quote, not the person quoted)
On AfriSIG.org

- Publish an article on the outcomes of the School
- See the programme and choose your topic
- Get interviewed by another fellow
- See some examples
  https://afrisig.org/news-and-media/
On APC.org

- Content will be republished on the APC website
Any comms requests?

Contact: leila@apc.org